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Key Points:19

• We exploit a coupled climate model over the Mediterranean combining Network20
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• Future transport patterns result in larger areas variability and stronger internal24

mixing of hydrodynamic provinces.25
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Abstract26

Understanding how climate change will affect oceanic fluid transport is crucial for27

environmental applications and human activities. However, a synoptic characterization28

of the influence of climate change on mesoscale stirring and transport in the surface29

ocean is missing. To bridge this gap, we exploit a high-resolution, fully-coupled climate30

model of the Mediterranean basin using a Network Theory approach. We project31

significant increases of horizontal stirring and kinetic energies in the next century,32

likely due to increments of available potential energy. The future evolution of basin-33

scale transport patterns hint at a rearrangement of the main hydrodynamic provinces,34

defined as regions of the surface ocean that are well-mixed internally but with minimal35

cross-flow across their boundaries. This results in increased heterogeneity of province36

sizes and stronger mixing in their interiors. Our approach can be readily applied to37

other oceanic regions, providing information for the present and future marine spatial38

planning.39

Plain Language Summary40

Transport and mixing of water masses driven by ocean currents influences a41

variety of fundamental processes, including heat redistribution, ecosystem functioning42

and pollutants spreading. Therefore, understanding how fluid transport will be affected43

by climate change is crucial, in particular in the ocean surface, where marine life as well44

as human activities are concentrated. Here, we exploit a state-of-the-art climate model45

over the Mediterranean basin using a novel methodology which integrates Network46

Theory concepts with Lagrangian modeling. We assess past conditions and future47

changes at climatic scales of ocean stirring and transport over the entire basin. Our48

results reveal a significant increment of surface stirring linked to an increase of currents49

kinetic energy, which in turn could be ascribed to increments of available potential50

energy. We then provide a regionalization of the ocean surface based on hydrodynamic51

provinces that are well-mixed internally but with little leaking across their boundaries.52

Our model project an increased heterogeneity of province sizes and a stronger mixing in53

their interiors, while their mean area and coherence remain unaffected. Our approach54

could be applied to other oceanic domains and help designing adaptive strategies for55

marine spatial planning.56

1 Introduction57

In the oceanic environment, the transport and mixing of water masses driven by58

three-dimensional multiscale ocean currents play fundamental roles such as regulating59

the global climate and structuring marine ecosystems. A major contributor of trans-60

port and mixing is the so-called process of “horizontal stirring”. It is mostly driven61

(except at very small or large scales) by vigorous mesoscale currents (Ferrari & Wun-62

sch, 2009) (typical scales range 10-100 km and 10-100 days) which bear a large part of63

the horizontal kinetic energy (Chelton et al., 1998; Corrado et al., 2017). Importantly,64

mesoscale horizontal stirring, along with its spatio-temporal variability, is most rele-65

vant to study the dynamics of marine ecosystems (Rossi et al., 2008; McGillicuddy Jr,66

2016; Dubois et al., 2016), the evolution of the regional climate (Gutowski et al., 2016),67

the tracers redistribution and the fate of pollutants (Zhang et al., 2014) as well as the68

transfer efficiency of heat and gas across the oceanic boundary layer (Frenger et al.,69

2013). Hence, we here focus on the surface ocean not only for its transitional and70

highly-energetic characters, but also because it is where most marine life and human71

activities occur.72

While transport and mixing have been extensively studied under the present cli-73

mate, a systematic characterization of their future evolution with climate change is74
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lacking. This is mainly due to the limitation of coarse climate models that do not75

resolve mesoscale eddies. Indeed, although the typical spatial resolution of the ocean76

module of most coupled climate models has been increasing from ∼ 1− 2◦ to ∼ 0.5◦,77

this is still not enough to properly resolve mesoscale dynamics. Moreover, classical78

Lagrangian approaches (Ott, 2002; d’Ovidio et al., 2004; Beron-Vera et al., 2008;79

Hernández-Carrasco et al., 2012), that represent the “golden standard” to explicitly80

characterize transport phenomena in geophysical flows, do not provide a comprehen-81

sive description of stirring and transport as they are rather dedicated to capturing82

ephemeral frontal or vortical structures focusing on specific scales. Furthermore, while83

recent research aims at developing alternative methodologies to better comprehend the84

complexity and multi-scale character of fluid transport processes, such as set-oriented85

(Froyland & Dellnitz, 2003; Froyland et al., 2014; Miron et al., 2017) or flow networks86

approaches (Rossi et al., 2014; Ser-Giacomi, Rossi, et al., 2015; Lindner & Donner,87

2017; Padberg-Gehle & Schneide, 2017; Wichmann et al., 2019), they have not been88

applied yet to long-term climate model outputs.89

Assessing the future evolution of surface transport and mixing gains a partic-90

ular relevance in relatively small and densely populated marginal seas with complex91

bathymetry such as the Mediterranean Sea. In fact, the Mediterranean Sea displays all92

the typical features of the oceanic circulation (Millot & Taupier-Letage, 2005) and is93

characterized by an exceptional and threatened biodiversity (Coll et al., 2010). More-94

over, it is a well-recognized climatic hot-spot being one of the most responsive region95

to climate change on Earth (Giorgi, 2006; Diffenbaugh & Giorgi, 2012). For such96

reasons the Mediterranean basin represents an ideal benchmark to investigate climate97

change effects on horizontal stirring and transport and to provide an approach that98

can be generalized to other marginal seas or oceanic region such as the Southern Ocean99

(Naveira Garabato et al., 2011) or the eastern-boundary upwelling systems (Rossi et100

al., 2008; Ndoye et al., 2017) and possibly to other geophysical fluids (Ploeger et al.,101

2015).102

To contribute to bridging this gap, we exploit the outputs of a regional climate103

model run for the Mediterranean basin by the Med-CORDEX initiative (Ruti et al.,104

2016). The high resolution of this configuration and the full coupling among its ocean,105

atmosphere and land components provide an unprecedented opportunity to properly106

address possible changes in transport horizontal patterns at climatic scales (Oerder107

et al., 2016; Frenger et al., 2013). To this aim, we use the Lagrangian Flow Net-108

work (LFN) approach (Ser-Giacomi, Rossi, et al., 2015; Donner et al., 2019), which is109

based on a probabilistic description of fluid transport (Ser-Giacomi, Vasile, Hernández-110

Garćıa, & López, 2015; Ser-Giacomi, Vasile, Recuerda, et al., 2015). It suits well with111

the need to extract reliable long-term signals at different spatio-temporal scales (Rossi112

et al., 2014), hence characterizing transport phenomena in various, yet complementary,113

manners. Indeed, for each simulation, typical advection durations can be chosen to114

match any temporal scale of interest. Spatial scales can be explored both at (i) the local115

scale associated with the size of single nodes of the network and at (ii) the global scale116

of the main network communities. This methodology has solid theoretical foundations117

and has been already compared with alternative approaches (Ser-Giacomi, Rossi, et118

al., 2015). Moreover, it has been tested for its sensitivity and robustness (Monroy et119

al., 2017) and successfully used in disparate applications (Dubois et al., 2016; Hidalgo120

et al., 2019; Legrand et al., 2019).121

We concentrate here on two disconnected time windows spanning several decades;122

one represents the present climate and another one stands for the future climate pro-123

jected under the Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 scenario, in accord124

with the IPCC Special Report on Ocean and Cryosphere (Pörtner et al., 2019). In125

each temporal window, thousands of basin-wide Lagrangian simulations provide a ro-126

bust description of transport processes, focusing on the typical time scales of mesoscale127
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variability (Beron-Vera et al., 2008; Hernández-Carrasco et al., 2012). At local spa-128

tial scales, we address patterns and trends of horizontal stirring by calculating node129

entropies (Section 3.1) and we unveil their relations with kinetic energy and available130

potential energy (Section 3.2). While at global scale, we study how the horizontal131

mean and turbulent flows delineate synoptic hydrodynamical provinces i.e. an ensem-132

ble of oceanic regions in which water parcels are well-mixed and mostly confined. We133

finally study their evolution between the present and the future model runs and we134

discuss the possible causes and implications of such changes (Section 3.3).135

2 Materials and Methods136

An extended description of the methodology, including mathematical formula-137

tions and technical details, is provided in the Supplementary Information, Section138

1.139

2.1 Velocity fields data from Med-CORDEX140

Med-CORDEX is an initiative for coordinated high resolution Regional Climate141

Models (RCMs) simulations over the Mediterranean basin where the ocean model142

component is fully-coupled with the atmospheric one (Ruti et al., 2016). We use the143

daily velocity fields of the ocean component (NEMOMED8) of the CNRM-RCSM4144

model at 9.8 m depth and at 1/12◦ of horizontal resolution (Sevault et al., 2014).145

This model aims at reproducing the regional climate system with as few constraints146

as possible. Two different runs are used here: the first simulates the historical cli-147

mate (1950-2005) and the second projects the future climate under the high CO2148

emission RCP8.5 forcing scenario (2005-2100). For comparative purposes we analyze149

time-periods of three decades for each run (1971-2000 and 2071-2100, respectively).150

This model configuration has been already used in other studies and the historical151

simulation was intensively validated against observations prior to using the scenario152

period (Darmaraki et al., 2019; Soto-Navarro et al., 2020).153

2.2 Lagrangian Flow Networks construction154

We build Lagrangian Flow Networks (Ser-Giacomi, Rossi, et al., 2015; Ser-155

Giacomi, Vasile, Hernández-Garćıa, & López, 2015) (LFNs) using the Med-CORDEX156

near-surface velocity fields. The entire Mediterranean surface is subdivided into N =157

3591 two-dimensional network nodes of linear size ∆ = 27.78 km. Each node is uni-158

formly filled with around 600 Lagrangian particles (or less for coastal regions, pro-159

portionally to the land cover of each node). A network is uniquely characterized by160

the starting time t0 when particles are seeded and the integration time τ of their La-161

grangian trajectories. All transport and mixing features are encoded in the adjacency162

matrix P(t0, τ) associated with each network. The matrix element P(t0, τ)ij , repre-163

senting the weight of the link joining node i to node j, is proportional to the number164

of particles (equivalent to water parcels) whose trajectory started from location i at165

time t0 and ended in node j at time t0 + τ .166

To highlight projected changes of stirring and transport patterns at climatic167

scales, we build LFNs using t0 at a weekly frequency over the two temporal windows168

representative of the historical and future runs, respectively. This leads thus to 2880169

different starting times t0 and allows to consider intra-seasonal, seasonal and inter-170

annual patterns between the two runs with a sufficient statistical power. However, we171

focus hereafter on changes between the historical and scenario runs while the variability172

associated to shorter time scales is implicitly accounted by fluctuations around mean173

values of the analyzed measures. We consider integration times τ of 30, 60 and 90174

days.175
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2.3 Network entropies and kinetic energies176

Network entropies have been introduced as a family of diagnostics explicitly based
on Lagrangian trajectories that accurately quantify horizontal stirring at the scale of
single nodes (Ser-Giacomi, Rossi, et al., 2015; Lindner & Donner, 2017). They depend
on a parameter q that controls how much fluid volumes are taken into account in the
stirring calculation. For our analysis we fix the parameter q equal to one, obtaining a
Shannon-like entropy that can be calculated on the incoming links (backward in time
dynamics) or on the outgoing ones (forward in time dynamics) (Ser-Giacomi, Rossi,
et al., 2015; Ser-Giacomi et al., 2017; Wichmann et al., 2019). The expression for the
in-entropy HI(t0, τ)i and the out-entropy HO(t0, τ)i are:

HI(t0, τ)i = −1

τ

N∑
j=1

(
P(t0, τ)ji∑N
k=1 P(t0, τ)ki

)
log

(
P(t0, τ)ji∑N
k=1 P(t0, τ)ki

)
, (1)

HO(t0, τ)i = −1

τ

N∑
j=1

(
P(t0, τ)ij∑N
k=1 P(t0, τ)ik

)
log

(
P(t0, τ)ij∑N
k=1 P(t0, τ)ik

)
. (2)

Therefore, the in-entropy is a weighted measure of the origins diversity of the water
arriving at node i at time t0 + τ ; the out-entropy measures instead the diversity of
the destinations of the water present in the node i at time t0. We define (and use
hereafter) the symmetrized-in-time entropy as an average of HI(t0, τ) and HO(t0, τ):

H(t0, τ)i =
1

2

(
HI(t0, τ)i +HO(t0, τ)i

)
(3)

and we will simply call it Entropy.177

To compare entropy with widely used Eulerian diagnostics, we compute the Ki-178

netic Energy (KE) as (u2 +v2)/2 at daily frequency. We then make temporal averages179

over [t0; τ ] intervals and we spatially average the KE field over each node of the net-180

work. We also consider the yearly Mean Kinetic Energy (MKE) <u>2+<v>2

2 and the181

yearly Eddy Kinetic Energy (EKE) <u′ 2>+<v′ 2>
2 , with u′ = u− < u >, v′ = v− < v >182

and <> being a temporal mean over a year of daily velocities. MKE and EKE are also183

spatially averaged over each node of the network. KE, MKE and EKE are expressed in184

m2s−2. Finally, the Available Potential Energy (APE), associated to the inverse of the185

Richardson number (Green, 1970; Stammer, 1998), is estimated as: − f
2

ρ0

(
∂ρ
∂x

)2
+
(
∂ρ
∂y

)2
∂ρ
∂z

.186

2.4 Hydrodynamic provinces187

We identify hydrodynamic provinces in the Mediterranean Sea as network com-188

munities in LFNs (Ser-Giacomi, Rossi, et al., 2015). Such provinces are regions of the189

surface ocean which are well-mixed internally but with little leaking across its bound-190

aries over specific period of time (Rossi et al., 2014). To provide optimal partitions191

of the Mediterranean basin in hydrodynamic provinces we use the Infomap algorithm192

(Rosvall & Bergstrom, 2008). Infomap demonstrated indeed to perform better to other193

approaches when, as the case studied here, several scales are interacting simultaneously194

and no information is available on the expected number of provinces (Ser-Giacomi,195

Rossi, et al., 2015). For each given t0 and τ we can define thus a unique partition of196

the entire basin in different provinces (Supplementary Fig. 8, panel a).197

Building upon the earlier work by (Rossi et al., 2014; Ser-Giacomi, Rossi, et198

al., 2015), we use metrics to evaluate the dynamical properties of our hydrodynamic199

provinces. For a province A we compute its coherence ratio ρτt0(A) that is the fraction200

of particles that at time t0 + τ are found in the same province where they were re-201

leased at initial time t0 (Ser-Giacomi, Rossi, et al., 2015). We also compute the mixing202

parameter µτt0(A) that measures how strongly the flow mixes fluid inside a province203
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A (Ser-Giacomi, Rossi, et al., 2015). Hence, while the coherence ratio quantifies how204

much a province is able to retain fluid particles inside its boundary, the mixing parame-205

ter evaluates instead how much a province is internally well connected (Supplementary206

Fig. 8, panels b and c).207

To quantify explicitly the effective retention of provinces boundaries (that is
correlated to the efficiency of the associated transport barrier), we introduce a new
metric based on a symmetric probability of water segregation between each pair of
provinces A and B, called boundary strength and defined as:

στt0(A,B) =

(
1−

∑
i∈A;j∈B P(t0, τ)ij∑
i∈A P(t0, τ)ij

)(
1−

∑
i∈B;j∈A P(t0, τ)ij∑
i∈B P(t0, τ)ij

)
. (4)

Note that, by definition, στt0(A,B) ∈ [0, 1] and στt0(A,B) will be equal to 1 only when208

no water exchange occurred among A and B in the interval [t0; τ ]. In fact, if we209

randomly pick up a fluid particle in A and another in B at time t0, the boundary210

strength corresponds exactly to the probability that, after a time τ , none of the two211

particles crossed the boundary between A and B. Thus, the boundary strength tells212

how much the boundary between province A and B is “impermeable” to fluid particles213

and how much it can prevent fluid exchanges among the two provinces (Supplementary214

Fig. 8, panel d).215

2.5 Statistics on multiple partitions216

To aggregate information from several partitions (i.e. several values of t0 and217

τ) we introduce new metrics to describe the mean geometry and coherence of all218

boundaries of a given partition. Let’s consider M different partitions associated to a219

set of [tα0 ; τα] intervals with α = {1, ...,M}. We call Aαi a province in the partition α220

which the node i belongs to.221

Given M partitions and N nodes, we can define the global coherence ratio across
the entire Mediterranean Sea as the spatial and temporal mean of each ρ(Aαi ):

¯〈ρ〉 =
1

NM

N∑
i

M∑
α

ρ(Aαi ), (5)

and corresponds to the coherence of the entire basin averaged across the set of M
α-partitions. Following a similar procedure, we can define the global mixing parameter
as the spatial and temporal mean of each µ(Aαi ):

¯〈µ〉 =
1

NM

N∑
i

M∑
α

µ(Aαi ), (6)

and the global boundary strength as the spatial and temporal mean of each σ(Aαi ):

¯〈σ〉 =
1

NM

N∑
i

M∑
α

σ(Aαi ). (7)

Note that our multi-partition approach is more statistically reliable than others based222

on a single matrix for two main reasons: (i) it asses explicitly the intrinsic variability223

due to different initial conditions; (ii) the temporal overlap across simulations ensures224

the robustness of the analysis to the possible instability of the clustering solutions.225

2.6 Heuristic relations between province areas and perimeters226

We finally study the variation of the standard deviation of areas and total perime-
ter of a set of 2-dimensional shapes (e.g. hydrodynamic provinces in the Mediter-
ranean) when the distribution of areas evolve. We introduce a set of Na shapes with
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associated areas {ai} and shape factor s (the factor linking perimeter with area).

Their total perimeter will be pa = s
∑Na

i=1

√
ai and the area standard deviation will be

σa =
√

1
Na

∑Na

i=1(a2i )− (µa)2. We transform the set of {ai} into a new set {bi} operat-
ing multiple exchanges of area among pairs of shapes i-j following the area-preserving
rule: bi = ai +

∑Na

j=1 εij . Keeping constant the number of shapes and their mean area

implies that σb > σa ⇔
∑N
i=1 b

2
i >

∑N
i=1 a

2
i . Assuming small area changes, we find:

σb − σa ' 2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=i

εij(ai − aj) (8)

pb − pa ' 1

2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=i

εij

(
1
√
ai
− 1
√
aj

)
(9)

Therefore, when large shapes become larger by eroding area from shapes smaller than227

them, we expect an increase of standard deviation and a decrease of total perimeter.228

Conversely, when small shapes become larger by eroding area from shapes larger than229

them, we expect instead a decrease of standard deviation and an increase of total230

perimeter.231

3 Results and Discussion232

3.1 Local scale: patterns of entropy and kinetic energy increase233

The analysis of the entropy introduced in Section 2.3 provides a robust de-234

scription of horizontal stirring at local scale (∼ 25 km) and can be seen intuitively235

as a weighted measure of the diversity of destinations (forward-in-time) and origins236

(backward-in-time) of the water particles contained in a node (Ser-Giacomi, Rossi, et237

al., 2015; Ser-Giacomi et al., 2017).238

The weekly time-series of the basin-scale spatial average of entropy for τ = 60239

days are shown in Fig. 1, panels a) and b) (Section 2.2). When computing the temporal240

mean of such basin averaged entropy over both temporal windows, we find an extremely241

significant (p-value < 10−4) increase of stirring of about 3.7% in the scenario run with242

respect to the historical run. Conversely, the associated standard deviations in both243

runs are comparable. Similar mean changes are consistently found for other integration244

times: 3.7% for τ = 30 days and 3.3% for τ = 90 days. These results are backed-up245

by the statistical distribution of kinetic energy (KE), mean kinetic energy (MKE) and246

eddy kinetic energy (EKE) (Section 2.3) across both runs. We find indeed extremely247

significant increases of the temporal mean of their basin-averaged values : 27% for KE,248

17% for MKE and 33% for EKE (Fig. 1, panels c), d) and e)).249

To assess the spatial patterns of horizontal stirring, we analyze the temporal250

mean of the node entropy over the historical run and the node-by-node statistical251

significant difference among scenario and control run (Fig. 2). While the increase of252

entropy concerns most of the Mediterranean basin, it is spatially heterogeneous and253

particularly pronounced in the Balearic sea, central and southern Ionian and Gulf254

of Sirte. Note also that some regions show instead moderate decrease, in particular255

the Adriatic and Aegean Seas, the northern Ionian sea and the extreme east of the256

Levantine sea. Similar spatial patterns are found for τ = 30 and 90 days (not shown).257

The same analyses performed for KE, MKE and EKE maps (Supplementary Figs. 1,258

2, 3) highlight spatially-inhomogeneous but significant increases of energy across the259

Mediterranean basin as well.260
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Figure 1. Changes of basin-averaged entropy and kinetic energies. Upper panels show time-

series of the basin-scale spatial averages of entropy for the historical run a) and the future run b).

Lower panels display, for both historical (blue) and scenario (orange) runs, the notched boxplots

of the basin-scale averages of KE c), MKE d) and EKE e). Boxplot whiskers represent the 1.5

interquantile ranges. Notches represent the 95% confidence interval around the median calculated

from bootstrap.

3.2 Relationships between entropy, kinetic and potential energy261

Given the similarities evidenced between kinetic energy and entropy trends, we262

now investigate their statistical relationship. We find that KE, MKE, EKE are strongly263

and non-linearly correlated with entropy (Supplementary Fig. 4), with significant264

Spearman coefficients ranging from 0.73 to 0.85, which are higher considering EKE265

and KE than with MKE. This is in accord with previous studies that found similar266

relations among stirring and EKE (Waugh et al., 2006; Waugh & Abraham, 2008).267

While the functional relationship between KE and entropy is analogous in both runs,268

we also note a shift toward larger energies in the scenario run as compared to the269

historical one indicating that a strengthened horizontal stirring is concomitant with270

an increase of KE.271

Moreover, comparing Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1 we observe that the272

areas experiencing the largest increase of entropy tend to be also characterized by273

low values of kinetic energy in the historical run, nevertheless, not all the low energy274

areas are associated to large changes of entropy. Hence, this implies that a necessary275

but not sufficient condition for expecting a significant increase in stirring is to present276

relatively low values of kinetic energy. On the one hand, this is consistent with the277

non-linear relationship among KE and entropy (Supplementary Fig. 4), indicating a278

steep response of entropy at low values of kinetic energy that gradually saturates when279

the energy increases. On the other hand, large kinetic energy increases can also be280

suppressed by the complex bathymetry of the basin.281
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a)

b)

Figure 2. Entropy map and significant difference. Panel a) shows the node-scale entropy

averaged over the historical period (1971-2000); panel b) shows the node-by-node statistical sig-

nificant difference between future (2071-2100) and historical periods. Maps obtained with tau=60

days at weekly temporal resolution, interpolated for graphical purposes. Significance is evaluated

by Welch’s tests with 0.01 threshold, nodes where no significant difference were found are white.

To quantitatively characterize this relationship, we perform a quantile regression282

(Koenker & Bassett Jr, 1978) between KE and the relative change of entropy for283

each node and τ = 30 days (Supplementary Fig. 5). The slopes of the regression284

line for the 75th, 90th and 95th percentile are significantly different from zero and285

negative, confirming that large values of kinetic energy lower the maximum possible286

change in entropy. Therefore, the projected stirring increase can be ascribed to its287

non-linear, saturating relation with kinetic energy. Notably, this is concordant with288

the rising historical trend of EKE revealed from satellite observations in other regions289

(Backeberg et al., 2012). They documented indeed increasing trends of EKE in the290

north-west Indian ocean spanning 0.005 - 0.009 m2s−2 per decade. Despite drawbacks,291

the extrapolations of these historical trends over the next century would return EKE292

increases ranging from 0.05 to 0.09 m2s−2, that is of the same order of the 0.05 increase293

of KE and a bit larger than the 0.016 rise of EKE found for a period of ten decades294

using the MedCORDEX simulations.295

However, the model projects a wind stress weakening across the most of the296

western basin and no significant increase elsewhere (Supplementary Fig. 6), indicat-297

ing that wind stress can not explain by itself the KE increase. Still, the latter could be298

related to an increment of Available Potential Energy (APE), which can be released299

through baroclinic instability (Green, 1970; Stammer, 1998). Model simulations dis-300

play a significant strengthening of horizontal density gradients that is reflected in the301

future spatial patterns of APE (Supplementary Fig. 7). Interestingly, we find a signif-302
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icant spatial correlation (Spearman coefficient of 0.49) among EKE and APE relative303

changes, suggesting that baroclinic instabilities could be the main driver of the increase304

of energy and thus stirring. In some regions, for example north of the Balearic Islands,305

where mean KE of a topographic guided flows increases significantly (Supplementary306

Fig. 2) mean-flow-topography interaction might also play a role in modulating EKE307

(Supplementary Fig. 3, 7). Note finally that other studies (also based on different308

models) within the MEDCORDEX initiative documented a sharpening of density gra-309

dients and a weakening of wind stress in the next century (Somot et al., 2006; Moatti310

& Thiébault, 2016; Soto-Navarro et al., 2020).311

3.3 Global scale: hydrodynamic provinces rearrangement312

The interplay between the mean flow, mesoscale stirring and bathymetry gen-313

erates complex and peculiar horizontal transport patterns in the Mediterranean that314

contributes to create semi-permeable boundaries separating distinct portions of its315

surface, called hydrodynamic provinces (Rossi et al., 2014; Ser-Giacomi, Rossi, et al.,316

2015; Miron et al., 2017). Here, we investigate how simulated provinces would be rear-317

ranged in the future analyzing ensembles of provinces partitions generated at weekly318

frequency for τ = 30, 60, 90 days across both model runs (Sections 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5).319

An example of a partition in hydrodynamic provinces associated to a single adjacency320

matrix (i.e. a specific run of Infomap) is shown in Supplementary Fig. 8 along with321

the related coherence and mixing metrics.322

Surprisingly, the mean province size (measured with the spatial mean of province323

areas for partition) and internal coherence (measured by ¯〈ρ〉) do not show important324

changes between historical and scenario runs (Table 1). This could be related to the325

fact that the basin-average value and spatial patterns of MKE are significantly less326

affected in the future than the EKE ones. This would suggest indeed that the mean327

flow determining the position of the most persistent province boundaries would not328

change importantly, thus broadly preserving the current Lagrangian geography of the329

Mediterranean basin.330

On the contrary, as shown in Table 1, our model results project a stronger mixing331

in the provinces interiors (increased ¯〈µ〉 of ∼ 3.4%), more heterogeneity of their sizes332

(increased spatial standard deviation of province areas in each partition of ∼ 60%) and333

a decrease of the global strength of their boundaries (decreased ¯〈σ〉 of ∼ 6.9%, mostly334

driven by length decrease). The stronger homogenization of provinces interiors due335

to internal mixing can be directly associated to the general increment of horizontal336

stirring previously highlighted; indeed, the variations documented are indeed of about337

3.5% in both cases. Such stirring increase is also likely to influence the augmented338

variability of province areas in the future. While providing a clear explanation for339

this enhanced variability is beyond the scope of the present study, we speculate that340

extreme events, which are expected to become more frequent in the future, could mod-341

ify largely the properties of some hydrodynamic provinces and drive this clear SSD342

increase. Moreover, the decrease of the global boundary strength for partition could343

be related directly to the increased SSD of provinces areas using heuristic geometrical344

relationships among perimeters and areas of 2-dimensional shapes (Section 2.6). In-345

deed, under reasonable approximations, for a partition in which the SM of province346

areas is kept constant, if the SSD increase the boundary length would decrease. In our347

case, the average decrease of boundary length is of 5.9% (for τ = 60). Intuitively, this348

can be seen as if the larger provinces would become larger by eroding the boundaries349

with the smaller ones, making the latter even smaller and following a kind of “rich350

get richer” dynamics. This is also quantitatively supported by an 8.3% increase of351

positive skewness when comparing the province areas distributions of the historical352

and scenario runs (for τ = 60).353
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τ = 30 τ = 60 τ = 90

TM TSD TM TSD TM TSD

SM of provinces areas
Control run 42581∗∗ 4314 71052∗∗ 10197 96494 16636

Scenario run 43471∗∗ 4445 72350∗∗ 10294 97021 16260
RC +2.0% +1.8% +0.5%

SSD of provinces areas
Control run 30344∗∗∗ 4599 64700∗∗∗ 10746 102238∗∗∗ 17186

Scenario run 54924∗∗∗ 6212 101072∗∗∗ 14453 147931∗∗∗ 22071
RC +81.0% +56.2% +44.7%

Global coherence ratio ¯〈ρ〉 Control run 0.8008∗∗ 0.0928 0.7709∗∗ 0.0467 0.7624∗ 0.0437
Scenario run 0.7964∗∗ 0.0908 0.7660∗∗ 0.0437 0.7586∗ 0.0432

RC -0.6% -0.6% -0.5%

Global mixing parameter ¯〈µ〉 Control run 0.401∗∗∗ 0.01 0.458∗∗∗ 0.011 0.499∗∗∗ 0.012
Scenario run 0.417∗∗∗ 0.0092 0.472∗∗∗ 0.01 0.515∗∗∗ 0.01

RC +4.0% +3.1% +3.2%

Global boundary strength ¯〈σ〉 Control run 0.2051∗∗∗ 0.0133 0.1691∗∗∗ 0.0163 0.1343∗∗∗ 0.0162
Scenario run 0.1892∗∗∗ 0.0121 0.1581∗∗∗ 0.0156 0.1238∗∗∗ 0.0166

RC -5.7% -6.5% -8.5%

Table 1. Province areas, coherence and mixing statistics. Spatial means (SM) and spa-

tial standard deviations (SSD) refer to a single partition considering all the provinces in

it. Temporal means (TM) and temporal standard deviations (TSD) are instead calcu-

lated across partitions. Areas are in km2. The relative change (RC) is the (TM(future) −
TM(historical))/TM(historical). Differences among control run and scenario run TM values

are considered significant (Welch’s t-test) when one or more asterisks are present in superscripts

with the following convention: (***) when pvalue < 0.001, (**) when 0.001 < pvalue < 0.01, (*)

0.01 < pvalue < 0.05.

Inspecting results from different integration time-scales, we find a marked in-354

crease of province area SM and SSD with τ . This is certainly due to the fact that355

when τ is increasing, water parcels experiment anisotropic mixing for longer time,356

hence they are dispersed across larger regions (Ser-Giacomi, Rossi, et al., 2015). Con-357

sistently, the length and strength of boundaries decrease with τ . While the mixing358

parameter presents a significant increase with τ , the coherence ratio slightly decrease.359

Regarding the changes between historical and scenario runs, we see that all the statis-360

tics reveal the same trends across different integration times.361

Only for τ = 60 days, we also calculate the province statistics for different re-362

gions separately: Western Mediterranean (WM) [-6 to 10 E ; 30 to 45 N], Eastern363

Mediterranean (EM) [10 to 36.3 E ; 30.1 to 38.9 N], Tyrrhenian Sea (TS) [9.44 to364

16.2 E ; 37.3 to 44.3 N], Adriatic Sea (AS) [12.6 to 19.7 E ; 40.3 to 40.6 N]. We find,365

similarly to what was reported for the whole basin, that the SM of provinces areas in366

each partition does not change much but that the SSD does change significantly. In367

particular, the latter is expected to increase of 59% in the WM, 6% in the EM, 22% in368

the TS and 188% in the AS, illustrating how the basin-scale signal can be amplified or369

alleviated in different sub-regions. Note however that low confidence lies in the large370

predicted increase in the AS due to its size and topography which may require even371

higher spatial resolution of the ocean model.372

Finally, we analyze how the future rearrangement and changing properties of373

hydrodynamic provinces manifest themselves over the spatial dimension. In Fig. 3 we374

show the temporal mean of the node boundary strength for τ = 60 days calculated375

at weekly frequency and the node-by-node significant difference among both runs. In376

the historical run, strong boundaries are clearly identified by marked high values of377
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a)

b)

Figure 3. Boundary strength map and significant difference. Panel a) shows the boundary

strength 〈σi〉 averaged over the historical run; panel b) shows the statistically significant differ-

ence among historical and scenario runs. Both fields have been interpolated for graphical pur-

poses. Significance is evaluated by Welch’s tests with threshold at 0.01, nodes with no significant

difference are white colored

boundary strength while other regions present more stochastic transport patterns de-378

noted by smoother gradients of σ. Such persistent boundaries are generally co-located379

with energetic currents and intense fronts which subdivide the ocean surface and de-380

fine the main transport pathways. Their spatial locations vary with time (i.e. across381

partitions), especially due to intense mesoscale activity, creating these relatively large382

“corridors” of enhanced boundary occurrence (Rossi et al., 2014). Plotting maps of383

mean boundary occurrence, that is the mean probability of finding a boundary re-384

gardless its strength, we find very similar spatial patterns (confirmed by Spearman385

coefficients > 98%). Consistently with Table 1, the boundary strength map for τ = 30386

days suggests the presence of more, smaller provinces with a denser boundary pres-387

ence; on the contrary, for τ = 90 we can recognize larger provinces with associated388

sparser boundaries (Supplementary Figs. 9, 10). Moreover, note that the spatial pat-389

terns of boundary strength match qualitatively quite well eco-regionalization exercises390

(d’Ortenzio & Ribera d’Alcalà, 2009; Basterretxea et al., 2018; Ayata et al., 2018;391

El Hourany et al., 2019). This suggests that transport-based regionalization, like the392

one we provide, play a role in shaping plankton biogeography and biogeochemical393

regimes across the surface ocean. It is worth noting that the vertical dynamics ne-394

glected here undoubtedly affect the dispersal of micro-organisms, the distribution of395

dissolved chemicals as well as the long-term fate of pollutants (Rossi et al., 2013).396

When comparing both runs, in addition to the already mentioned general de-397

creasing trend of basin boundary strength, we note that new boundaries appear in398
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the future while others move or weaken. For instance, the boundary linked to the399

Liguro-Provencal current tend to decrease in strength while the one associated to the400

Balearic fronts is predicted to move northward and a new one is expected to appear401

along the Spanish coast. Considering the similitude discussed previously between the402

transport-based regionalization and the mean repartition of numerous active oceanic403

tracers, such rearrangement would also have biological and managerial implications in404

the future(Ayata et al., 2018; Hidalgo et al., 2019).405

4 Conclusions and perspectives406

Our innovative analyses applied to model projections suggest that a significant407

increase of entropy, as an accurate Lagrangian measure of stirring, will occur in the408

next century across the Mediterranean Sea. It is associated with concomitant rise of409

kinetic energy, mostly of its turbulent component. Such increase would saturate in the410

energetic areas of the basin likely due to the interplay of a non-linear relationship be-411

tween entropy and kinetic energy and the effect of complex bathymetry. More energy412

at the Mediterranean Sea surface could be related to increases of available potential413

energy in its upper layer leading to more instabilities, rather than caused by changes414

in wind forcing. Moreover, community detection analysis allows to estimate the re-415

arrangement of hydrodynamic provinces and statistically estimate its synoptic conse-416

quences. It highlights a large increase of spatial standard deviation of provinces areas417

not followed by its associated spatial mean. Our model results project a significant418

increase of the global mixing parameter and decrease of the global boundary strength,419

the latter being most likely caused by the larger standard deviation of provinces areas420

i.e. largest provinces get larger, smallest provinces get smaller. Concurrently, some of421

the most relevant province boundaries would remain unchanged, others would move422

or weaken, while a few new boundaries would appear in the future.423

Our projected changes could have implications for the transport and stirring of424

several oceanic tracers such as nutrients, dissolved gases and, to a certain extent, drift-425

ing organisms (plankton, eggs, larvae) or floating pollutants (oil, plastic). Extensions426

to three-dimensional modeling frameworks will be also necessary for applications in427

which vertical tracer displacements can not be neglected in comparison with horizontal428

ones, for instance when considering longer time-scales or peculiar oceanic regions (e.g.429

upwelling systems). As such, our results constitute a first step toward providing tools430

and recommendations which, backed by more operationally-oriented multi-model ap-431

proaches, may assist the design of adaptive strategies for future marine spatial planning432

across the world ocean.433
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